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We report on the theoretical, numerical and experimental investigation of secure acoustic9

holography. This secure holography is achieved via an encoded hologram generated by a transducer10

array decoded by a transmissive acoustic meta-key. An unreadable image is received if directly using11

the encoded hologram, while the desired image can be obtained only with the aid of a decoding12

metastructure, i.e., a correctly decoding meta-key. The proposed meta-key consists of a series of13

unit cells, each of them is composed of a straight channel decorated with several opening panels.14

By adjusting the opening size of unit cells within the meta-key, its transmitted phase profile can be15

effectively controlled, hence, the desired decoding meta-key can be successfully constructed. The16

patterns of a butterfly, sunglasses and the letters of NJUST are chosen as examples to demonstrate17

the performance of the secure acoustic holography. Vulnerability tests of the meta-key further18

confirm the safety and reliability of secure acoustic holography. With the advantages of simple19

design, flexible functionality, and high quality for reconstructed images, our work opens a new20

avenue for acoustic holography and may find applications in secure acoustic communications based21

on holograms.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

Acoustic holograms, with the ability of arbitrary sound24

field reconstruction, have been broadly studied in the last25

few years, [1–12] offering new inspirations in a variety26

of applications such as ultrasonic therapy and particle27

manipulations. [13–18] Holograms are generally realized28

by either active transducer arrays [3–5, 9] or passive29

acoustic metamaterials [6–8, 19–21], where the phase30

and/or amplitude response on each hologram pixel are31

engineered to re-construct the desired field at a certain32

spatial location.33

For conventional acoustic meta-holograms, the phase34

plate containing phase information is used for the35

field reconstruction [1, 2], and the corresponding image36

quality is, however, barely satisfactory due to the missing37

amplitude information of holograms. To overcome this38

limitation, acoustic meta-holograms could be realized39

based on both phase and amplitude information [7, 22]40

so that high-quality images can be re-constructed with41

no need for optimizations. This extraordinary success42

has broadened the potential applications for acoustic43

holograms.44

At the same time, remarkable progress has been45

made to achieve holographic images with high46

efficiency and quality using electromagnetic waves47

in terahertz, infrared, and visible regimes. [23–35]48

The electromagnetic meta-holograms can be effectively49

tuned by controlling either metasurfaces composed50

of active materials or incident light sources. For the51
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former, different types of external stimuli are generally52

applied to active metasurfaces to tune meta-holograms53

such as electrical,[36] thermal, [37] chemical, [38] and54

mechanical [39] methods. However, for the latter,55

a single metasurface could be recycled to produce56

tunable holographic images by controlling different57

properties of incident light sources, for example, the58

polarization states, [40] orbital angular momentum, [41]59

wavelength, [42] incident light angle [43] and coding60

incident beams.[44] A more comprehensive review for61

tunable or dynamic electromagnetic meta-holography62

refer to [45].63

The rapid development and great success in64

electromagnetic meta-holograms provide a promising65

potential for information storage and encryption,[46–51]66

and also inspires the acoustic encryption based on67

holograms. Holographic acoustic encryption, once68

achieved, will dramatically extend the application69

scenarios, such as encrypted acoustic information70

communications, acoustic field reconstruction, [1, 7]71

acoustic cloaking [52] or illusion,[53] architectural72

acoustics,[54] and particle manipulations [4, 5, 55].73

In this work, we report a framework for secure acoustic74

holograms with the advantages of secure projection,75

simple design, flexible functionality, and high quality for76

reconstructed images. For secure acoustic holography,77

the desired image is obtained only with the aid of78

an acoustic meta-key containing the correct decoding79

information, otherwise producing unreadable images.80

Here, an acoustic speaker array consisting of 16 × 1681

air-coupled ultrasonic transducers is used to generate82

the encoded hologram containing both amplitude and83

enciphered phase information of the transmitted image.84

The independent modulation of amplitude and phase for85
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FIG. 1. Illustration of secure acoustic holography. (a)
Encoded hologram contains the secure amplitude and
enciphered phase information of the transmitted acoustic
field, and an unreadable acoustic field will be generated
directly using the encoded hologram (left panel). The acoustic
meta-key contains the decoding phase, and the desired field
can be recovered with the aid of the meta-key. (b) Encoded
hologram, decoding phase provided by the meta-key and
decoded hologram for the acoustic field of a butterfly.

the speaker array provides extreme flexibility for image86

reconstruction. A new class of unit cells that could87

effectively modulate transmitted phase shifts of acoustic88

waves is designed and used to construct the acoustic89

meta-key. The reusable meta-key is used to decipher90

the secure information and recover several changeable91

predesigned images with high fidelity. The patterns of92

a butterfly, sunglasses and the letters of NJUST are93

chosen as examples to demonstrate the concept of secure94

acoustic holography proposed here. Our work provides a95

conceptual advance for secure acoustic communications96

based on holograms.97

II. PRINCIPLE OF SECURE HOLOGRAPHY98

Figures 1(a) and (b) show the illustration of secure99

acoustic holography. A desired holographic pattern100

is arbitrarily chosen first, for example, a butterfly101

here, and then the pattern is captured by the acoustic102

pressure field, denoted by, P (x, y, z). In order103

to reconstruct this image via an acoustic hologram,104

the time-reversal method [7] is used to calculate105

the complex pressure profile on the hologram plane,106

p(x, y) = A(x, y) exp [ϕ(x, y)], which is discretized into107

two individual N × N matrices, i.e., Ai,j and ϕi,j with108

i, j = 1, 2, ..., N . These two matrices contain all correct109

amplitude and phase information of the transmitted field.110

For the secure acoustic holography, a N × N random111

phase matrix is first generated, where every phase112

element ϕR
i,j within the matrix is randomly generated and113

obeys the uniform distribution (i.e., ϕR
i,j ∼ [0, 2π]). This114

random phase matrix is the stochastic code containing115

the coding information and must be kept confidential.116

The hologram containing all correct information of the117

transmitted field will be then enciphered into an encoded118

hologram based on the random phase matrix. The coding119

rules are that the amplitude information on the encoded120

hologram AE
i,j remains unchanged, i.e.,121

AE
i,j = Ai,j , (1)122

however, the encoded phase information ϕE
i,j is123

modulated as124

ϕE
i,j = ϕi,j − ϕR

i,j . (2)125

As a result, only an unreadable acoustic image126

(characterized by the acoustic field) can be obtained127

if directly using the encoded hologram [left panel in128

Fig. 1(a)].129

In order to obtain the desired image, the encoded130

hologram has to be deciphered first. Here, we design131

an acoustic decoding meta-key such that it provides132

exactly the same additional phase as the pre-created133

random matrix, i.e., ϕR
i,j . Consequently, the acoustic134

waves generated by the encoded hologram will propagate135

through the acoustic meta-key, and the additional phase136

information provided by the meta-key will be added to137

the original encoded information. Finally, the desired138

image can be obtained based on the decoded hologram139

[right panel in Fig. 1(a)].140

Details for the computation of acoustic holograms are141

shown below. A holographic pattern is first characterized142

by the acoustic pressure field, P (x, y, z), where only143

the amplitude field is taken into consideration and the144

phase distribution is kept uniform. The field is then145

discretized into a collection of pixels, Pm(xm, ym, zm) =146

Am(xm, ym, zm), where m denotes the pixel number and147

the uniform phase is chosen to be 0. Hence, the complex148

acoustic pressure information on the hologram pi,j =149

Ai,je
ϕi,j can be obtained based on the time-reversal150

method,[7]151

pi,j = Ai,je
ϕi,j =

M∑
m=1

Am

rm
exp (ikrm), (3)152

where k = 2πf/c is the wavenumber, c = 343 m · s−1 is153

the sound speed of the background medium, air. M is154

the total number of image pixels, and rm is the spatial155

distance between the image pixel and hologram pixel, i.e.,156

r2m = (xi,j − xm)2 + (yi,j − ym)2 + (zi,j − zm)2.157

Inversely, the acoustic field on the image plane can158

be also calculated analytically based on the information159

contained in the hologram, i.e.,160

Pm =

N∑
i,j=1

Ai,j

ri,j
exp [−i(kri,j − ϕi,j)], (4)161
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the acoustic meta-key and experiment setup for the measurements of acoustic fields. (a) three-dimensional
illustration and the corresponding two-dimensional cross-section of an element of the meta-key. (b) Phase shift and the
transmission rate of the sound field when varying the geometry parameter of the element. Inset: simulation setup for the unit
of acoustic meta-key. (c) The emitter array consisting of 16 × 16 elements is connected to a computer through an Arduino
Nano board. An ultrasonic receiver is mounted on a translation stage, which is directly controlled by the computer through
a Matlab script. Received signals are captured by the oscilloscope and then transmitted to the computer. (d) Photos of a
meta-key sample and the emitter array.

where N × N is the total number of hologram pixels,162

and the distance ri,j between the spatial point (x, y, z)163

and the hologram pixel (xi,j , yi,j , zi,j) is calculated by164

r2i,j = (x− xi,j)
2 + (y − yi,j)

2 + (z − zi,j)
2.165

III. DESIGN OF ACOUSTIC META-KEY166

The acoustic meta-key is composed of a series of167

three-dimensional unit cells made of solid materials, as168

shown in Fig. 2(a). Each unit cell consists of a straight169

channel decorated with a series of panels. The size of each170

unit cell is chosen as 10 mm×10 mm×10 mm. The wall171

thickness of the structure is w = 0.5 mm, and the opening172

size of panels d is adjusted to control the transmitted173

phase shift of acoustic waves (similar structures refer to174

[56–58]).175

Numerical results of the phase shift and the176

corresponding transmission rate |pt/pi| of the177

transmitted sound field through the unit cell are178

shown in Fig. 2(b), where pi and pt are the incident and179

the transmitted acoustic pressures. From the results,180

the transmitted phase shift (black solid line) can cover181

the span of 2π when varying the geometry parameter182

d/D while keeping the transmission rate (red dots) at a183

high level.184

Here, numerical simulations are conducted on a185

server (equipped with the AMD Ryzen Threadripper186

3970X 32-Core Processor with 128GB of memory)187

using the “Acoustic-Thermoviscous Acoustic Interaction,188

Frequency Domain” module in COMSOL Multiphysics,189

which is commercial software based on the finite element190

method [see Inset in Fig. 2(b)]. Perfectly matched191

layers (PMLs) are used for the outer boundaries of the192

computation domain to prevent undesired reflections.193

Free tetrahedral mesh with a maximum size of λ/5 is used194

within the main computation domain, and a mapped195

mesh of 8 layers is used for the perfectly matched layers.196

Particularly, a finer mesh is configured near boundary197

layers to obtain acoustic fields precisely. The walls of198

the acoustic structure are set as sound-hard boundaries.199

The background pressure field is used with a working200

frequency of 40 kHz, which is the same as the operating201

frequency of the speaker array. The mass density and202

the sound speed of background medium air are set as203

ρ0 = 1.21 kg·m−3, and c0 = 343 m·s−1, respectively.204

The transmitted phase shift of acoustic waves is obtained205

by the average sound pressure on the transmitted plane206

(Boundary probe in the simulation setup).207

The experiments are carried out in a three-dimensional208

space with the illustration shown in Fig. 2(c). A209

speaker array consisting of 16×16 air-coupled ultrasonic210

transducers of 1 cm-diameter (Murata MA40S4S, driven211

by a 12 V peak-to-peak square wave signal and producing212

a sinusoidal output at 40 kHz) is used as the source,213

and another air-coupled ultrasonic transducer (Murata214

MA40S4S) is placed at a distance of 15 cm behind the215

sample of acoustic meta-keys as a receiver. The receiver216

is connected to a translation stage, which directly217

communicates with a laptop through a Matlab script.218

The scanning area at the image plane is 15.4× 15.4 cm2
219

with a scanning resolution of 2 mm. The data from the220

receiver is collected through the oscilloscope (PicoScope221

54444D) to the laptop for further operations. The222

enlarged photos for the speaker array and the meta-key223

are shown in Fig. 2(d). The meta-key containing the224

decoding information is designed based on the random225

phase matrix [59]. Here, all the samples are made226

of photosensitive resin and are manufactured via the227

three-dimensional printing technique (Lite600HD, 0.1228

mm in precision). Each meta-key consists of 16 × 16229
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FIG. 3. Results for the field of a butterfly. (a) Desired field of
a butterfly. (b) Encoded amplitude and (c) phase information
for the desired field. (d) Additional phase provided by
the meta-key. (e) Unreadable field generated directly by
the encoded hologram. (f-h) Analytical, numerical, and
experimental results for the field generated by the decoded
hologram.

unit cells with the sample size of 16 cm× 16 cm× 1 cm.230

IV. SECURE ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPHY231

Holographic Image of a Butterfly. To232

demonstrate the secure acoustic hologram proposed here,233

a holographic image of a butterfly as shown in Fig. 3(a)234

is first chosen as an example. The amplitude and phase235

information on the encoded hologram is calculated based236

on Eqs. (1)-(3) as shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c), and237

the random phase matrix is generated with the results238

shown in Fig. 3(d). Here, N is chosen as 16, and the239

distance between the image plane and the hologram plane240

is 15 cm, i.e., zm = 15 cm, and zi,j = 0 cm. The241

source employed in our experiments is a speaker array242

consisting of 16 × 16 air-coupled ultrasonic transducers,243

where the initial amplitude and phase of each speaker244

can be adjusted individually so that both the amplitude245

and phase information on the encoded hologram can246

be directly achieved by the speaker array. Another247

air-coupled ultrasonic transducer is placed at a spatial248

distance of 15 cm away from the hologram to receive249

transmitted signals. The acoustic field directly generated250

by the encoded hologram is shown in Fig. 3(e), where an251

unreadable image is obtained as expected.252

In order to access the desired image, the information253

contained within the encoded hologram must be254

deciphered first. Hence, here an acoustic meta-key255

possessing the confidential stochastic code, i.e., the256

previous random phase profile [Fig. 3(d)], is designed and257

placed in front of the speaker array. The acoustic waves258

generated by the encoded hologram will pass through259

the meta-key, and the enciphered information is then260

decoded and deciphered.261

Figures 3(f-h) present acoustic intensity distribution262

on the image plane for the analytical results based on263

FIG. 4. Results for the field of sunglasses. (a) Desired field of
sunglasses. (b) Encoded amplitude and (c) phase information
for the desired field. (d) Additional phase provided by
the meta-key. (e) Unreadable field generated directly by
the encoded hologram. (f-h) Analytical, numerical, and
experimental results for the field generated by the decoded
hologram.

Eq. (4), the numerical simulation based on the finite264

element method, and the experimental measurements,265

respectively. From the results, the pre-designed pattern266

of a butterfly is clearly observed after being deciphered267

by the meta-key, proving the excellent performance268

of the secure acoustic holography proposed here, and269

also validating the ability of the meta-key to generate270

high-quality acoustic holograms.271

Holographic Image of sunglasses. In order272

to demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed secure273

acoustic hologram, another holographic image of274

sunglasses, is presented here [Fig. 4(a)]. Similarly,275

the amplitude and phase information on the encoded276

hologram is calculated based on Eqs. (1)-(3) with the277

results shown in Figs. 4(b) and (c). The random phase278

matrix containing the coding information is shown in279

Fig. 4(d), which is the same as that in Fig. 3(d). Here,280

as long as the random phase matrix (i.e., the stochastic281

code) is still secure and confidential, it can be kept282

unchanged. Otherwise, a new random matrix must be283

re-generated to keep the information secret.284

The acoustic field directly generated by the encoded285

hologram is shown in Fig. 4(e), where an unreadable286

image is again obtained as expected. Then, the previous287

meta-key possessing the same stochastic code is placed288

in front of the speaker array to decode the enciphered289

information contained in the encoded hologram.290

Figures 4(f-h) exhibit acoustic intensity distribution291

on the image plane for the analytical results [Eq. (4)],292

the numerical simulation, and the experimental293

measurements, respectively. From the results, the294

pre-designed pattern of sunglasses is clearly observable,295

proving the high fidelity and confidentiality of the secure296

acoustic holography proposed here.297

Holographic Image of the Letters NJUST. In298

order to further demonstrate the flexibility of the secure299

acoustic hologram proposed, another holographic image300
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FIG. 5. Results for the field of the letters, NJUST. (a)
Desired field of NJUST. (b) Encoded amplitude and (c)
phase information for the desired field. (d) Additional
phase provided by the meta-key. (e) Unreadable field
generated directly by the encoded hologram. (f-h) Analytical,
numerical, and experimental results for the field generated by
the decoded hologram.

of the letters, NJUST, is presented here [Fig. 5(a)],301

where multiple letters are transmitted on a single302

holographic image. Similarly, the amplitude and phase303

information on the encoded hologram is calculated based304

on Eqs. (1)-(3) with the results shown in Figs. 5(b) and305

(c). The random phase matrix containing the coding306

information is shown in Fig. 5(d).307

The acoustic field directly generated by the encoded308

hologram is shown in Fig. 5(e), where an unreadable309

image is again obtained as expected. Then, the310

previous meta-key possessing the same stochastic code311

is placed in front of the speaker array to decode312

the enciphered information contained in the encoded313

hologram. Figures 5(f-h) show acoustic intensity314

distribution on the image plane for the analytical results315

[Eq. (4)], the numerical simulation, and the experimental316

measurements, respectively. From the results, the317

pre-designed pattern of letters NJUST is well recovered318

and clearly observed.319

V. VULNERABILITY TEST OF THE320

META-KEY321

We have experimentally shown that different322

meta-holograms can be realized using the same meta-key323

(see Figs. 3-5), and the transmitted information can324

be protected when the meta-key is mistakenly accessed325

by others. In order to examine the security and326

reliability of the meta-key, the vulnerability of the327

proposed concept of secure acoustic holography has328

been tested when a whole part of the meta-key is329

accessed by others (Fig. 6). The match ratio between330

the meta-holographic images using the partial meta-key331

and the entire meta-key is shown in Fig. 6(a), where332

the match ratio decreases with the area of the partial333

meta-key characterized by n [the deciphered part of334

FIG. 6. The vulnerability test of the meta-key. (a)
Match ratio between the holographic images using the partial
meta-key and the entire meta-key. Inset: partial meta-key
(marked by the shadow) containing n × n effective phases.
(b) Intensity fields using partial meta-keys with different n.

the meta-key is marked by the shadow in the inset in335

Fig. 6(a)]. The reconstructed image becomes fuzzy even336

when a major part of the meta-key is used [n = 15;337

see Fig. 6(b)], and the image of sunglasses is hard to338

identify when n is reduced to 12. Here, the match ratio339

is obtained by (1 − N-RMSE) × 100%, where N-RMSE340

represents the normalized root mean squared error of the341

image reconstructed using a partial meta-key, and the342

match ratio reaches 100% if using the whole meta-key.343

Therefore, the frame of secure acoustic holography344

proposed here exhibits pretty good performance for345

security even though almost the simplest encryption346

method is used for the decoding meta-key.347

To further test the security of the system, another348

situation, when the specific information on some of its349

random locations is deciphered, is considered (Fig. 7).350

The deciphered parts of the meta-key are illustrated by351

shadows in the inset in Fig. 7(a), where the area ratio352

between the deciphered part and the whole meta-key353

is characterized by the decryption percentage. The354

match ratio between the meta-holographic images using355

the partial meta-key and the entire meta-key is shown356

in Fig. 7(a), where the match ratio increases with the357

decryption percentage. The reconstructed image is still358

fuzzy even when 85% of the meta-key is deciphered359

[Fig. 7(b)], and the image is barely recognized when360

the decryption percentage reaches 90%, which again361

confirms the security and reliability of the secure acoustic362

holography proposed here; see Video 1 for the dynamic363

evolution of the reconstructed holographic images when364

the information of the meta-key is deciphered [59].365

We have also examined the effect of the image location366

on the quality of the reconstructed hologram. Figure367

8 shows the reconstructed images at different spatial368

locations in z direction. The meta-holographic image369

becomes blurry when the deviation of the image plane370

from the preset location is larger than 2λ. This371

spatial location of the image plane provides us with372

another degree of freedom for information encryption373

in addition to the transmitted encrypted amplitude and374
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FIG. 7. The vulnerability test of the meta-key when
the information at random locations is deciphered. (a)
Match ratio between the holographic images using the
partial meta-key and the entire meta-key. Inset: the
partially-deciphered meta-key is illustrated by shadows. (b)
Intensity fields using partially-deciphered meta-keys.

Video 1. Dynamic evolution of the reconstructed holographic
images when the information of the meta-key is deciphered.

phase information and the secure meta-key [59].375

FIG. 8. Experimental and analytical results for NJUST at
different positions in z direction. The corresponding values
above images indicate the distance between the image plane
and the predesigned location.

VI. CONCLUSION376

In summary, we have proposed and investigated377

a framework for secure acoustic holography. The378

latter is achieved via an encoded hologram decoded379

by a transmissive acoustic meta-key. An acoustic380

speaker array consisting of 16×16 air-coupled ultrasonic381

transducers has been used to generate the encoded382

hologram containing both amplitude and enciphered383

phase information. An unreadable image is received if384

directly using the encoded hologram, and the desired385

image can be obtained only with the aid of the correctly386

decoding meta-key. A new class of unit cells that could387

effectively modulate transmitted phase shifts of acoustic388

waves was designed and used to build the acoustic389

meta-key, which can decode the enciphered information390

and recover the predesigned images with high fidelity.391

As a proof of concept, we analytically, numerically, and392

experimentally demonstrated secure acoustic holography393

for the patterns of a butterfly, sunglasses, and the letters394

of NJUST. The results exhibit pretty good performance395

for security even when a majority part of the meta-key396

is deciphered. Our work provides a framework for397

secure acoustic communications with the advantages of398

simple design, flexible functionality, and high quality for399

reconstructed images. The results could be beneficial400

for a variety of acoustic applications involving secure401

communications and underwater communications where402

optical and electromagnetic counterparts may not be the403

first option.404

For the secure acoustic holography proposed here, a405

fixed meta-key can be recycled as long as the random406

phase information contained in the meta-key is still407

secure and confidential. Since a simple encryption408

strategy of the random phase distortion is used here,409

there is still a chance for the proposed method to be410

potentially deciphered using some optimization methods,411

for example, phase retrieval methods under a certain412

amount of iterations [60]. However, more complex413

encryption strategies of the meta-key could be easily414

extended based on the framework proposed here. In415

addition, meta-keys capable of both amplitude and phase416

modulations can be considered to further improve the417

security of the system.418
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